
· development.
The fact that it was sex-economically oriented psychiatry which

provided the access to the cosmic energy must be ·regarded as
a great triumph for orgonomic fu?1,Ctionalism. Although the orgone
energy is a strictly physical form of energy, there are good reasons
why it was discovered by a psychiatrist and not a physicist.
The logic of this discovery within the realm of biopsychiatry is
shown in its development, as presented in THE DrscoVERY OF THE
0RGONE, vol. l: Tm FUNCTION OF THE ORGASM.

When, in 1935, the orgasm reflex was discovered, the accent
in character-analytic work shifted to the somatic reahn. The
term· "vegetotherapy" represented the· fact that now my thera
peutic technique influenced the character neuros� in the physio-

35'1 
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:og�cal. realm. � e spoke of "character-analytic vege�otherapy/ 
mdicating the sunultaneous work on the psychic and somatic 
apparatus. This term had its disadvantages, which, at that time, 
could not be helped. For one thing, it was too long. It contained 
the term, ''.vegetative," which sounded CDrrect in German but 
r�Il'linded ?n�. of "vegetables" .in English: Finally, it still r�pre
sented a d1vmon £?f the orgamsm into a psychic and a somatic 
part, which was :in contradiction with our unitary concept of 
the organism. 
· These conceptual difficulties were ended by the discovery of
the orgone. The cosmic otgone ene1·gy functions in the living 
organism as specific biological enetgy. As such, it governs 'the
total organism and expresses itself in the emotions as well as 
th� purely biophysical organ movements. Thus psychiatry, for 
the first time and with its own means, had found roots in objec
tive natural-scientific processes. This ·statement calls for some 
ampJifi.cation: 

Up to �e discovery of the orgone, psychiatry always had to 
him to :inorganic physics in its attempts to give an objective and 
quantitative basis to its psychological contentions. Neither me
chanical brain lesions :o.or the chemicophysical processes in the 
organism, nor_ the obsolete concepts of the cerebral localisation 
of se�sations and- ideas ever succeeded m �atisfactorily explaining 
emotional processes. In contradistinction, orgone biophysics, from 
the very beginning., was concerned with the central problem of 
all psychiatry, the em.otions. Literally, "emotion" means «moving 
out," "protruding." It is not only pennissible but necessary to 
take the word "emotion" literally in speaking of  sensations and 
movem�nts. Micros�opic observation of amebae subjected to 
slight electric stimuli renders the meaning of the term "emotion" 
in an unmistakable manner. Basically� emotion is an exp1'essive 
p'lasmatic motion. Pleasurable stimuli cause an "emotion" of the 
protoplasm from the center towards the periphery. Conversely, 
unple¥urable stimuli cause an "emotion"-or rather, ('remoti.on"
froll?, the periphery to the center of tbe organism. These two 
basic directions of biophysical plasma current correspond to the 
two basic affects of the psychic apparatus, pleasure and amdety. 

From Character Analysis by Wilhelm Reich, 3rd Edition,  
Translated by Theodore P. Wolfe

CHAPTER xv 

THE EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE OF THE LIVING 
IN ORGONE THERAPY 

1. TEE FUNCTION OF EMOTION 

. The concept of "orgone therapy" comprises all medical and 

pedagogical techniques operatip.g with the <'biologicaf� energy, 
the orgone. True, the cosmic orgone energy was not discovered 
until 1939, but, long before this. discovery the established goal 

of character-analysis was the liberation of "psychic energy," 
muscular

as 
it was then called, from the character armor �d 
armor, and the establishment of orgastic potency. The reader 
who is familiar with orgone biophysics knows the development 
of character-analysis ( from 1926 to 1934)· into "vegetotherapy" 

(from 1935 on). It was not sensationalism which caused 
branch 

such 
diverse tenns to be coined within one and the same 

ral-scientific
of 

science. Rather, a consistent application of a natu 
energy concept in the field of psychic processes led, of necessity, 

to new terms for new techniques in the succ_essive stages of
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As the experiments at the oscillograph. have shown, the physical 
plasma motion an9- the corresponding sensation .are functionally 
identical. They are indivisible; one is not .conceivable without 
the other. But, as we know, they are not only functionally identi
cal, but at the same time antithetical, for a biophysical plasma
excitation results in a sensation, and a sensation is expressed in
a plasmatic motion. These facts, today, provide a sound funda
ment of orgone ,biophysics.

No matter whether we release the emotions from the charac
ter armor by way of "character-analysis," or from the muscular 
annor by way of "veget?therapy," in either case we cause plas
matic excitations and motions. What moves is essentially the 
orgone energy with which the body :fluids axe charged. The mobi
lizatjon of the plasmatio currents and em-Otions, then, is identical 
with the mobilization of orgone energy in the organism. It is
clearly evidenced by vasomotor changes. In every case, whether 
we produce memories, dissolve defense mechanisms or muscular 
spasms, we work on the orgone energy of the organism. The differ
ence lies merely in the efficacy of the various methods; a memory
will not produce affect outbreaks like the dissolution of, say, a
diaphragmatic block. 

All this will 'explain why the term "orgone therapy" includes 
characterwanalysis and vegetotherapy.1 The common goal is the
mobilization of the patient's plasmatic currents. In other words,
we cannot split up a living organism into character attitudes,
muscles and plasma functions if we take our unitary concept
of the organism seriously, :in a practical way,

In orgone ��rap�, we wor� on the biological .depth, the plasma
syste:m, · the 'b10logrcal core of the organism. The reader will 
realize that this is a decisive ·step. We have left the realm of
psychology, including "depth .Psychology;" and have even gone·beyond �e physiology of the nerves and muscles into the realm
of �e protopiasmatic functions. These steps are to be taken verysenously; they have far-reaching practical and -theoretical consequences, for they change our biopsychiatric techniques basi-
. • 1 The p_urely physiological orgone therapy oy means of the orgone accumulator isdiscussed m THE D!SCOV.ERY OF TH& OIIGONE, vol. 2; TRE CI\NCER UtOVATHY.
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cally. We no longer work m�r.ely on. 1:1-div_idual conflicts and
speqial annorings but on the living funoti�n 1tself: As we gradu
�ly learn to . understan� and. :influence. � fun:tio� the purely
psychological- and physiological functions are infiuenced auto-
matically. Schematic specializing is thus excluded. 

2, l'LAS�TIC En'BESSIY.El MOVE�TS AND EMOTION.AL EXP:a.ESSIO?>{ 
It is difficult to give a strict functional definition of "i;he living."

The concepts of traditional psychology �� depth psychology
are bound up with word formations. The livmg, however) fuJ:i?· 
tions beyond all verbal ideas and con:cepts. Verbal language is
a biological form 0£ ex.pression on a high level of �e:elopment. 
It is by no means an in�pensable �ttribut� of the livmg, for the 
living functions long before there IS a ver�al language. D?�th.
psychology therefore, operates with a function of recent ongm. 
Many •ais ex.press themselves by sounds. But tb.e living func
tions beyond and before any: sound forination as a form of e�res
sion. · ' 

The process of. word formation itself shows the way in which 
the living "expresses if�elf.� The te� "expre�sion/' apparently
on the basis of organ sensations, descnbes preCISely · the language
of the living: The living ex,presses itself in movements, in "expres
sive movements." The expressive movement·is an inherent charac-

. teristic of the protoplasm. It distinguishes the living strictly from 
the non-livfu.g systems. The term means, literally, that something.
in the living system "presses itself out" and, consequently, "moves.".
This can mean nothing but• the ·movement of the protoplasm,
th�t is, expansion and· contraction. The literal meaning of "emo:. 
tion" is "moving out," which is the same· as "ex.pressive move-: 

· ment:" The physical process of plasmatic· emotion or expressive
movement always goes with an unmediately under�dable
meaning which we call the emotional expressio_n. The movement
of the plasm, then, has an expression in the sense of an.emotion,
and the emotion or the expression of an organism is bound to
movement. The latt�r· part of this sentence will require some
qualification, for we kn.o� fr�m orgo?e th�rapy f!i.at many P?ople ·
pre�ent an expression which lS caused by lIDmobility and ngidity . 
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All this is not a play with words. It is clear that language, in 
the process of, word formation, depends on the perception. of
inner movements and organ sel1$'ations, and that the words whic� 
describe emotional states render, in an immediate way, the corre-
sponding expressive movements of living matter. · · 

Even though language reflects the state of plasmatic emotion
in an immediate way, it cannot itself reach this state. Th� living 
not only functions before and beyond word language;· more than 
that, it has its own specific forms of expression which cannot be
put into worcl:s at all. Every musical individual. mows the st_ate 
of emotiol) created by ·great music; yet, it is impossible to put 
this emotion. into words. Music .is wordless. Nevertheless,: it is 
an expressio:p. of movement and creates in the listener the expres
sion of beint; "moved." The wordlessness of music is generally 
considered either a sign of mystical spirituality or of deepest 
emotion incapable of being -expressed in words. The natural
scientill.c interpretation is that musical expression comes from 
the vexy depths of the living. 'What is described .as the "spiritu
ality" of great music, then, is an ttppropriate description of the 
simple fact that seriousness of feeling is ide:o.tical with contact 
with the living bevond the confine of words.

Thus far, science has had nothing dec�ive to say about the 
nature of musical· emotional expression. Doubtless, the artist 
speaks to us in the fonn of wordless expressive movements from 
the depth. of the living functioni but what he expresses in music 
or painting he could no more put io,to words than can we. More, 
he guards against attempts to translate the expressive language 
of art into word language; he is much concerned about the 
purity of his expressive language. He thus confirms the orgone
biophysical contention that the. living, beyond any word 1angun,ge 
and independent of it, has its own expressive language. Let us 
illusttate from everyday experience in orgone therapy. 

The patients com� to the orgone therapist full of problems. 
To the experienced ey,e, these problems are directly visible in 
their e,t;pressive movements and the emotional expression of their 
bo�es. If one lets the patient talk at :random, one will find that 
the talldng leads away from the problems, tl1af: it obscures them 
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in one way or another. In order to arrive at a true evaluation, one 
has to ask the patient not to talk for a while. This measure·proves 
highly fruitful. For as soon as th.e 'patient ceases t� talk, the
bodily expression of emotion becomes dearly manifest. After 
a few minutes of silence, one usually comprehends the outstand
ing character trait, or, more correctly, the riasmatic emotio1�al 
expression. While the patient, during his talking, seemed �o smile 
in a friendly manner, now, in silence, the smile turns mto !ill 
empty grin the mask-ilk� charac�ey of whi:h will s�on become 
obvious even to the patient. While the patient, talking, seemed 
to talk about his life with a restrained seriousness, now, in silem:e, 
an expression of, say, repressed anger will appear in chhi and 
neck. . 

These examples may suffice to show tliat word language very
o�en al.so functions as a defense: the word ·language obscures
the expressive language of the biological core. In many cases
this goes so far that the words no longe� express an.yth�g an� 
the word language is no longer anythmg but .. a meamngless
activity of the respective muscles. Long expenence has con
vinc.ed me that. in many psychoanalyses of years' duration, the 
treatment became the victim of this pathological kind of word 
language. This clinical experience can-and :nu:t-be appli�� to 
the social scene: innumerable speeches, publications and political 
debates do not have as their function the disclosing of vital 
questions of life but. of drowning them in verbiage. 

Orgone therapy is distinguished from all other _mod�s of m
fluencing the organism by the �act that the pati�nt � .asked
to express himself biologically while word language 1S elimmated 
to a far-reacliing degree. This leads the patient to a depth from 
which he constantly tries to flee. Thus one learns, in �e. Ct?urse 
of orgorie therapy, to understand the _language of the llvm� �d
to influenc� it. The primary expressive language of the. livmg 
protoplasm is not present in "pure" ·form; if the patient's mode 
0£ expression were "purely" biological, he would have no reason 
for seeking the help of the orgone therapist. We must first pene
trate through layers of p�thological, unnatural modes of ex
pression before arriving at the genuine biological mode of expres-
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sion .. Afte� all, human biopathy is nothing but the sum total of
all d1�tortions �f the natural modes of expression of the living 
orgarnsm. By disclosing the pathological forms of e:i..11ression we 
learn to know human biopathy :ir1 a depth which is inaccessible 
to the therapeutic techniques working with word languaO'e. Un
fortunately, the biopathy� with its di.started expression °of life 
is outside the realm of language ancl concepts. 

' 

Orgone-therapeutic work on the biopathy, therefore, takes 
place essentially outside the realm. of word lanauage. 0£ course 
we also use the spoken word; but the words d� not refer to th� 
�deational concepts of· everyday, but to organ sensations. It 
would.be pe�ectly u.s�less: for example, to try to make the patient
underst�nd �Ls condition m terms of, say, physiology. We cannot. 
say to him, Your masseter muscles are in a state of chronic con
traction,. tha� is why your chin does not move in talking, why
your vo10e 1s mon�tonous, why you cannot cry; you have to 
swallo� constantly m order to suppress an impulse to cry." Trne, 
the patient would understand such statements intellectually, ·but 
that would not ·change his condition. 

We w�rk on a biologically deeper level of understanding. It is 
not very important, anyhow, just what individual muscles are. con
tracted. It would be useless, for example, to press on the masseter 
muscles; the only reaction would be ordinary pain. We worlc with

the expressive language. Only when we µave felt the facial ex
pressio?t of the patient are we also in a position to understand 
it. To "understand" it means here, quite strictly, to know which 
emotion is "expressed" in it. In that, it makes no difference 
whether the emotion is actively mobile or whether it is held buck 
immobile. We have to inquire as to whatis the difference betwee� 
a mobile and a held-back emotion. · 

_In "fe.eling" t�e e�otional expression of a patient we operate
with primary b1olog1cal functions. If, in a flock of birds, one · 
b�comes restless and, "sensing danger," flies off, the whole flock 
wxll do so, irrespective of whether or not the other birds have 
no�ced :he cause of the restlessness. The panic reaction among 
ammaJs 1s based on an invo}untary reproduction of the emotional 
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expression of anxiety. It is not difficult to cause people on the 
street to stop and scan the sky if one ·acts as if one were �bserving
something very. interesting in the sky. These. examples may suffice.

The emotional expression of the patient produces in our· or"gan
ism an involunt.aiy imitation. Imitating, we feel'and understand 
the expression :in ourselves and with that in the _patient. Since
every motion has � expression and thus discloses the emotional 
state of the protoplasm, the language of expressiQn becomes an 
essential means of commumcation with the patient's emotions. 
As already stated, th<:: word language disturbs the language of 
expression. By "character attitude"" we mean !he total expression 
of an organism. This is literally ide�tical with the total impression
which the organism makes on us. 

The emotional expression may greatly vary, in its details, from 
:individual to :individual. There are no two·inclividuals with exactly 
the same speech, -the same respiratory block or the same gait. 
Nevertheless, some general types can be easily distinguished. In 
depth psychology, we distinguish. the "neurotic" and the "genital" 
character, on the basis of the type of muscular and character 
�or. VV"e call� character neurotic when the.organism is gov
erned by a rigid armor which the individual qannot alter or elim
inate. We speak of a genital character �hen the emotional 
reactions are not inhibited by rigid automatisms, when, in other 
words, the individual is capable of reacting biologically, accord
ing to the situation in which he finds himself. These two basic 
character types can be equally sharply d.isbnguished in the realm 
of biological �ctioning: 

Once one has learned to understand the language of 'biological 
expression, the kind of armor and the extent of its rigidity are 
not diffic�t to evaluate. 'Pie total expression of the armored 
individual is that of "holding back." This e>,.-pression has to be 
taken �terally: the organism. expresses the fact that it  is holding
back. Th.e shoulders are plJlied back, the thorax pulled up, the 
chin is held rigid, respiration is shallow, the lowe:r back is arched; 
the pelvis is retracted and ''dead," the legs are stretched out stiffly 
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or lack expression; these are some of the m<>ln tti,..'d f Iholdin b k s h 

= a •u es o tota g ac . c ematically. it can be represented a� follows:

Back 

The basic biophysical at�itude of the _unarmored ·organism

\ Back 
Tail end 

The basic biophysical attitude of the armored org<1nistn: "holding back"

This basic bodily tti. "tud "arc d cl ., 
a . e lS most clearly expressed in the

catato 
e. ce� e of hyste�a and the "opisthotonus'� of stuporous

anno �a. n� c� readily see that this basic attitude of the
mou/e

Th

orga.rusm l
d
s �at.a.voluntary manifestation but is autono-. e annore mdiV1dual does not himself feel the ann �s such. If one tries to describe it to him in words he usuaJt 

tht a�:i::;�t:1:tb:�
e · � ta:g

di
�bou�. · What �e fe�ls Js n!t

0. Y � stortion of his perceptions
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of life: he feels himself unmterested, rigid, empty, or he com
plains about :o.ervous unrest, palpitations, constipation, insomnia, 
nausea, etc. If the armoring is of long standing and has also 
mfluenced the tiss�es of the org�ns, the patient will come to 
us 'with peptic ulcer, rheumatism, arthritis, cancer or angina 
pectoris. Th.is brief enumeration may suffice here, since the 
clinical facts have been presented elsewhere. VVhat we are con� 
cemed with here is to penetrate to the functions of the biolog-ical 
dept!i and to de�uce from them the functioning of the liv.ing_. 

The armored individual is incapable of dissolving his am1or. 
He is also incapable of expressing the primitive biological emo
tions. He knows the sensation of tickling but not that of orgonotic 
pleasure. H� cannot emit a pleasurable sigh or imitate it. If he 
tries, he will produce a groan, a 'repressed roar or an impulse to 

. vomit. He is incapable of letting out an angry yell or convincingly 
imitating a fist hitting the couch in anger. He is incapable of full 
expiration: the movements of his diaphragm (as Xrays re�dily 
show) are very limited. If asked to move the pelvis forward, he 
is incapable of doing so, and often even of understanding what 
one asks of him; he may even execute the opposite motion, that 
of retracting the pelvis, a motion which expresses· holding back. 
The tension of the peripheral muscle and nervous system is shown 
in an exaggerated sensitivity to-pressure. It is impossible to touch 
certain parts of an armored organism without producing intense 
symptoms of anxiety and nervou5?-ess. What is commonly called 
"nervousness" is the result of this hypersensitivity of highly tensed 
muscles. . . 

The total holding back results in the incapacity for the plas
matic pulsation in the sexual act, that is, orgastic impotence. This 
in turn results in a stasis of ·sexual energy, and from this follows 
all that which is comprised by the term "biopathy." 

The central. task of orgone therapy is the destruction of the 
armor, in other words, the reestablishment of plasma mobility. 
In the armoreq individual, the function of pulsation jg more or 
less restricted in all organs. The task of orgone therapy is that 
of reestablishing the full capacity of ·pulsation. Tlds is done, bio
physically, by dissolving the attitude of holding back. Ideally. 
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the result of orgone therapy is the appearance of the orgasmrefiex. As we lmow, this reflex, nex� to respiration, is the mostimportant motor manifestation in the animal kingdom. At themoment of the orgasm, the organism "gives itself over" completely to its organ sensations and involuntary pulsations. Therefore, the motion of the orgasm reflex inevitably contains theexpression of "giving." It would, of course, be useless to pr�achthe patient "to give,'' because he is incapable of doing so. If hewere not1 he would not need our help. Nor do we let him practisethe attitude of "giving," for no such voluntary technical measurec?uld possibly bring about the involuntary attitude of giving. The living functions autonomously, beyond the realms of language, intellect or volition. It functions according to certain . natural laws which we will have to examine. As we shall soon see, the orgasm reflex) with its expression of giving, is the keyto an u,nderstanding of basic natural processes which go far beyond the individual and even the living itseJf. The reader whois to follow this presentation with understanding will have tobe prepared for a serious excursion in the realm of cosmic energy.He will fail to achieve understanding and will be disappointedif he has not freed himself completely from the concept of sexuality as portray�d by the night club. 
We have already sufficiently studied the functions of the orgasmin the realms of psychology and physiology to concentrate om·attention hem exclusively on th�. basic natural phenomenon,"orgasm." Peculiarly enough, in the orgasm the organism constantly fries to bring together the embryologically importantmouth and anus. Its fonn is the following: 

Back 

Front 
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The emotional expression of tlte orgasm reflex 

.As we said> the attitude of the orgasm reflex � that. of :·giving.�
The organism gives itself over. to its· plasmatic excitations anc
sensations of streaming; also, it gives itself over . completely tc
the arlner in the sexual embrace, without any kind of reserve
holtlkg back or armoring. All biological activity is redu�ed. tc
the basic function. of. plasmatic pulsation. In man, �1 think.in�
and phantasy activity cease. 

.• ..The emotional exp1·ession of giving is clear. "W_hat _2-s not clea� i. 

the function of the orgastic convulsion. It consists m alternatin!
contractions and expansions of the total body plasma. What. func 
tion has the approximation of the two ends of the torso J,n thi 
orgastic convulsion? At first glance, it ·does not seem to �onve� 
any "meaning." The expression of this movement s�ems m?o� 

rehensible If we are correct in stating that every orgamsnu.1 

�ovement has an understandable expression, this does not seen 
t Ply in tbe case of the orgastic convulsion. We are unabli o ap 

'bl . hi h u1 to find· in the orgasm a comprehens1 e expression w. c co < 
be translated into word language. . . . Instead of eng9:gmg in natural-philosophi� s�eculations abou 
this problem, :'e must give the natu.ral-screnti£c answer that 
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while the orgastic convulsion seems incomprehensible, it still must 
have a hidden expression. For, like any other movement "of the 
living, it is a pure expressive movement and, consequently, must 
also show an emotional expression. 

In due course, .we shall arrive at an astounding but conclusive 
answer to this basic question of :the livmg function. But before 
finding this answer . we must collect and correctly interpret a
great number of bi9logical manifestations. The answer lies beyond 
the individual biological organism and yet is in no way mystical,
metaphysical or spiritualistic. It answers the riddle as to the con
crete manner in which the animal and the plant are connected 
with the cosmic orgone energy. Tu.us it also answers the question
as to why orgastic longing is not only the deepes� longing but
why it is, characteristically, a cosmic longing. True, that t]ie 
organism is a bit of cosmos is generally known but what bas 
remained unknown so far is how. Let us return to orgone-thera
peutic experience: 

The task of org?ne therapy is that of enabling the human
organism to give up the automatism of holding back and, instead, 
to "give.'' As long as the two embryonic ends of the t9rso bend 
backwards instead of forwards, tow:ards each other, the organism 
is :incapable of giving itself to any experience, be it work or pleas
ure. Since it is the muscular armoring which prevents any kind 
of gi�g, of surrender, and which causes biopathic restriction 
of living functioning, thfa muscular armor has to be dissolved. 
�y this will achieve our therapeutic goal; neither psychoanaly
sis, suggestion, praying or gymnastics will. Nor do we inform the 
patient concerning_ the therapeutic goal; w� know from experi
ence that he will inevitably develop the total orgasm reflex if 
we succeed "in dissolving the muscular armor. In the course of 
every treatment we see that the ha.sic function of the muscular
armor is that of ·preventing the orgasm 1·efiex from talcing place. 

The numerous manifestations of the muscular ar.tnor and the 
corresponding character armor have been described elsewhere. 
Here, I would like to introduce a new point of view which makes
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the ch�acter and muscular armor comprehensible on the level of 
the most primitive life functions. It is based on observations over 
some ten years, so that I can take full responsibility Jor their 
significance in biophysics. 




